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Academic year : 2014-15
Induction For Parents
Pre-primary Section
AIM : Active participation of the parents for overall development
of the child.
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INTRODUCTION
OBJECTIVE

Pre-primary section of School provide the learning
experience for young children that attempts to promotes
overall development of the children to build a broad
based educational foundation that prepares children for
primary schools. The program designed herein intents
to help children grow, learn and develop physically,
socially, emotionally and intellectually. This activity
based curriculum is planned to help to each child enjoy
his schooling and meet his or her individual potential
which is essential in the early childhood education.

PROCESS OF CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
The ultimate outcome of this curriculum is to develop the
capability of a child so that he/she is able to achieve the real
learning outcomes effectively. In order to achieve this,
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Objectives are formulated,
Content is selected,
Teaching/learning strategies are planned,
Materials, aids, etc. are designed and
Check list is formulated
Tools/techniques of evaluation are developed.

These six are the essential processes of curriculum development.

PROGRAMME PLANNING
Planning is the key to a successful programme for the children. A well
planned activity will run smoothly. The children will be busy and enjoy the
activity. The teacher will see that her objectives for the children have been
achieved.
Good planning requires a teacher to think and
work in advance. The more planning and
preparation a teacher does ahead of the time
the less work she will have to do once the
children arrive. So, she will have a lot of time
for directly working with the children in
meaningful ways. This will keep the children
busy with learning things of value. If the
children are kept waiting the only thing they
may be learning is idleness. This surely we
don’t want to teach them.

General Objectives
• The main objective of education is the total development of the learner, i.e. physical,
mental, socio-emotional, moral and spiritual. This scheme of the curriculum provides
scope for encompassing all types of behavior in an integrated manner. The list of
general objectives is given below:• To enable the children to acquire new knowledge.
• To enhance language ability by using language skills.
• To develop scientific temper in children i.e. habit of exploring and experimenting and
in the process discovering new ideas and skills.
• To encourage children to develop their creative abilities.
• To encourage the children to develop thinking skills.
• To acquire the ability of doing fundamental mathematical operations and to apply the
same in everyday situations.
• To instill in the children the sensitivity to pick up socially acceptable behavior in order
to adjust well to their social environment.
• To develop an aptitude for aesthetic appreciation and interest in aesthetic activities i.e.
art, literature, music, dance etc.
• To develop an understanding of physical and social environment.
• To develop a sense of national integration, patriotism and global brotherhood.
• To develop a respect for time honored social, moral and spiritual values.
• To inculcate a positive self concept in children.

Curriculum Areas
Language Development
• Listening
• Speaking
• Reading
• Writing
Cognitive Development
• Mathematics
• Environmental Studies
• Thinking Skills
Creative and Expressive Arts
• Art and Craft
• Music, Dance and Drama
Physical Development
• Physical Education
• Health Education
Social and Emotional Development
• Secure Environment
• Positive Self Concept
• Good Social Habits
Value Education

Curriculum Areas
Language
The main objective of the language arts curriculum is for children to be
able to communicate. They should possess a vocabulary wide
enough to enable them to express their thoughts through speaking
and writing. They should have the ability to use their language, be it
Hindi, English or a Regional language, correctly in everyday
situation. The four major skills included in language curriculum are.
1)
2)
3)
4)

Listening Comprehension
Speaking Expression
Reading Comprehension
Writing Expression

Continuous and Comprehensive Evaluation refers to a system of
school based assessment that covers all aspects of student’s
development .

It emphasizes two fold objectives.
Continuity

in

evaluation

and

assessment

of

broad

based

learning.

Behavioral outcome for holistic development of the child.
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Assessment of the child’s progress needs to be recorded for further
reference. It can be recorded in the following three ways:
i) Checklist:- It comprises of a list of different milestones in various
learning areas to be achieved by the child over a certain period of
time.
ii) Descriptive journal or log:- It contains a detailed description of the
child’s achievement. Whenever the teacher notices any specific sign
of development (which may be specific to a particular child), she
enters it in the log noting.
iii) Collection of work:- The teacher can also collect a selection of the
child’s drawings and work done over a particular term. At the end of
each term and then at the end of the year, the teacher will be able to
see progress in fine motor control, creativity and thinking ability.

iv) Cumulative card (Progress Card):- This card shall communicate to
the parents about the development of their child in different areas.

It has been proved that tests are not at all accurate when measuring
child’s abilities. They are not accurate because child does not
understand the phenomenon of testing. They also may not measure a
child’s true ability because the child may not reveal what he knows
during a test probably because he is nervous, tired, sick, frightened,
worried about a home problem, or bored at the time of the test.
Language difficulties also make it hard for children to understand and
respond to questions even if they know the answer.
Therefore, child’s progress needs
to be measured by the teacher’s
on-going observations over the
whole year, and not on a single
test. Child’s progress should be
compared to his previous
achievement and not to the
achievement of other children.

• Almanac should be brought to the school daily. Parents should
check and acknowledge any notes sent by the school. The student
details sheet given in the Almanac is to be duly filled in duplicate and
submitted to the class teachers.
• Table mats and napkins are to be sent daily.
• During monsoon raincoats is compulsory and not umbrellas.
• Label all belongings. School shall not be held responsible for any
kind of loss of property.
• Water bottles should have slings to hang.
• Uniform is compulsory. Girls should wear cycling shorts & slips and
boys, inner wear.
• Red hair bands are compulsory for girls and hair should not be left
open. Long hair should be tied in two ponytails or plaits depending
on the length of the hair.
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• Those who use bus service kindly ensure that you reach the bus
stop at least 10 minutes prior to the given time. Parents need to be
at the stops to collect their wards. If a child will go home on his own
from the bus stop please mention your consent in the bus form.
• Primary & Pre-Primary walk-in student should reach the school at
8.25 am. Parents are expected to leave their wards only till the gate
and not enter the school for the smooth functioning of the school. At
the time of dispersal parents may wait at the entrance to pick their
wards.
• Kindly maintain punctuality while dropping your wards to the
school.
• Leave note for 1-2 days is to be filled in the Almanac. More than 3
days leave is to be sanctioned by the principal.
• Kindly check your ward’s bag before coming to school and after
reaching home.
• The text book should be covered and labeled.
• The parents can meet the Class teachers/subject
teachers/Principal on Saturdays with prior appointment.
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• Tetra pack and Junk food is not allowed.
• Any kind of ornaments is not allowed.
• Gifts in kind or cash is prohibited.
• Once the child has come to school, he / she will not be
allowed to leave the school campus before the school
timing is over.
• Parents should not request / force to allow children to go
home in between the school timing.
• Lunch should be given when child comes to school not left
at the reception any time.
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Kindly ask your ward to follow the rule in the

school premises.
• Strict discipline will be maintained in the school

premises in accordance with class room behavior,
assembly discipline, corridors discipline.

• As corporal punishment is banned hence the
parents will be informed (in form of diary note /

telephone call)
ward.

regarding the misbehavior of the
15

Areas of observation
•Punctuality of students
•Discipline of students
•Personal hygiene
•General behaviour of students
•Academic records
•Active participation of students in different
activities
•Absenteeism
•The overall development
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Code of conduct for Students
1. All the students are required to reach the school in time and attend the
morning assembly.
2. Absence without written request for leave from parents /guardians is
strictly forbidden
3. The student is not allowed to leave the school during working hours
unless permitted by the principal on the written request of
parents/guardians
4. Cleanliness is expected from all the students. Students must come in
their school uniform dressed neatly to school. Extra change to be put
in the school bag for pre-primary students. Their nails must be
properly trimmed, teeth must be cleaned, hair must be cut , oiled and
combed.
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Code of conduct for parents
1. Show respect and support for your child educators and the school.
2. Don’t talk ill about school, school authorities in front of children.
3. Have positive attitude towards the school and co-operate with the

teachers towards the betterment of the students.
4. Support the school discipline policy.
5. Encourage the child to be regular and punctual in attending school.

6. Speaking in English is mandatory in school, encourage the child to
do the same at home as well.
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Teaching
Methodology
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ENGLISH
1. Identification of letters/words
2. Explanation and oral through Teaching Aids.
3. Worksheet and activities ….
(Write on dotted lines/match the following)
4. Class work and Practice work in Note Book.

MATHS
1. Identification of Numbers.
2. Explanation by means of Teaching Aids.
3. Orals/Worksheet/ Note Book…count and
color, join the dots.
4. Home Activity –Bring the number of
objects.

E.V.S
1. Introduction and identification of
fruits/vegetables/animals/vehicles etc
2. Explanation through interactive discussion and
teaching aids.
3. Worksheets-Colouring, choose and color, match
the column etc.
4. Home Activity-Give a talk on favorite animal/
bird/ fruit etc.

हिन्दी
1. अऺय का ऩरयचम.

2. प्रश्नो द्वाया अऺय की ऩहचान.
3. लरखित : ऩस्ु ततका औय अभ्मासऩस्ु ततका

Pupa (Playgroup) Syllabus Break-up of Scholastic & Co-scholastic subjects (2014-15)
Month/
Subject

April

English

Math

Introduction of Introduction of
Fruits
Letters A & B number- 1

EVS

Rhymes

1) A,B,C,D
2) Two big
Aeroplanes 3) आरू
कचारू

June

1)Basic colours
1)Rain rain ,
Introduction of Introduction of
2) Days of the week, 2) I hear thunder
Letters D & E number- 2
Months in a year
3) फारयश आई

July

1)Vegetables
2) Parts of the body 1) Chubby cheeks
Introduction of Introduction of
3)Recap of Days of 2) Teddy bear
Letters F,G,H,I number-3
the week, Months in 3) छोटी सी भन्
ु नी
a year

Art/Craft

PT

Red Day : Red
colour print
making activity
(apple,flower) Health chart
Yellow Day :
(1st Physical
Yellow colour education test)
print making
activity (sun,
banana)

Blue Day :
Drawing &
colouring
Warming up
umbrella Green for full body.
Day : leaves print
making activity
Orange Day :
Hand strength,
Orange Paper
Ball throw,
Collage Making
frog jump
activity

Independence
1)Vehicles
Day celebration : Leg strength,
2) Recap Parts of the 1) Two little hands
Introduction of Introduction of
Tri-colour print
all in the
August
body
2) Look at the flag
Letters J,K,L,M number-4
making activity basket, kick
3) Days of the week, 3) नन्ना भुन्ना याही हूॉ
(Lotus, Flag,
the ball
Months in a year
Peacock )

Dance

Music

Basics of
dance

Animal
Song

Dance with
Kids song

Prayer
song

Patriotic
dance

English
Prayer
Song/
Hindi
Jingle

Revision

Nani teri
morani,
Patriotic
song
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Month/
Subject

English

MATH

Rhymes

EVS

Art/Craft

Brown Day
:Brown sponge Agility, running
Print Making eith the ball, zig
( Chocolates )
zag running

1) Flowers
2)
Introduction
Recap Parts of the
1) The wheels of the
Introduction of
September of Letters
body 3) Days of the bus 2) An elephant
number-5
N,O,P,Q
week, Months in a
3) ज़ोय से हॉस
year

October

Introduction
Recap of 1-5
of Letters R,S

Recap

Rainbow
:Colourful Brush Balance, walk
Painting
on the beam,
flying birds

1) Johny johny
2) Clap your hands
3) आज भॊगरवाय है

January

February

March

3) घड़ी

Purple Day
:(Purple colour
2) finger printing)

1) Birds
2)
Recap Parts of the
1) Five little monkeys
Introduction Introduction of
body 3) Days of the 2) रारजी ने केरा
of Letters X,Y number-8
week, Months in a
िामा 3) चुन्नू भुन्नू
year

Introduction Introduction of
Recap
of Letters Z number- 9 ,10

Recap

Recap

Recap

Recap

Recap

Dance

Music

Exam

Ek bandar ne
kholi dukan,
prayer song

Aasman mein
Dandiya nikale taare,
Dance
English
Rhymes

Pink Day :Paper
Flower Making
Butterfly
(Thumb Printing ) Play with song Bollywood Song, Hindi
Dance
Jingles

1) Domestic Animals
1) Good manners
2) Recap Parts of the
Introduction Introduction of
2) My Jack in the box
November
body
3)
of Letters T,U number-6
3) आरू फोरा भुझको
Days of the week,
िारो
Months in a year
1) Wild Animals
2)
Introduction
Recap Parts of the
Introduction of
1)Jingle bell
December of
body 3) Days of the
number-7
धोफी आमा
LettersV,W
week, Months in a
year

PT

Kite making
activity :Paper
Kite Collage

Bat & ball, Environme
Tournament. ntal song

Aerobics

Christmas
Song

Christmas
Song

Patriotic
rhymes,
Found a
peanut

Republic Day
celebration :Print Introduction to Annual day Swar parichay,
Saraswati
Making, Collage famous players. practice
Vandana

Recap

Health chart
(2nd Physical
education test)

Exam

Swar parichay,
Song on
nature
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Seeds (Nursery) Syllabus Break-up of Scholastic Subjects (2014-15)
MONTH

ENGLISH

HINDI

MATH

EVS

RHYMES

April

Introduction of Letters A &
B

Introduction of number- 1Fruits

1) A,B,C,D
2) Two big
Aeroplanes 3)
आरू कचारू

June

Introduction of Letters C, D Oral : अ से
& E, standing line
अ्

Introduction of number- 21)Basic colours
Orals -Numbers 1- 5,
2) Days of the week,
Concept : up & down
Months in a year

1)Rain rain ,
2) I hear thunder
3) फारयश आई

July

Introduction of Letters
F,G,H,I, sleeping line

Oral : अ से
अ्

August

Introduction of Letters
J,K,L,M, curves

Oral : अ से
अ्

September

Introduction of Letters
N,O,P,Q, curves

Oral : क से
ण

1)Vegetables
Introduction of number-3 2) Parts of the body 1) Chubby cheeks
Orals- Numbers 6- 10,
3)Recap of Days of the 2) Teddy bear
Concept : tall & short
week, Months in a
3) छोटी सी भन्
ु नी
year
1)Vehicles
1) Two little hands
Introduction of number-4 2) Recap Parts of the
2) Look at the flag
Orals -Numbers 11-15, body 3) Days of the
3) नन्ना भन्
ु ना याही
Concept : big & small
week, Months in a
हूॉ
year
1) Flowers
1) The wheels of
Introduction of number-5 2) Recap Parts of the
the bus
Orals-Numbers 16- 20, body 3) Days of the
2) An elephant
Recap of concepts
week, Months in a
3) ज़ोय से हॉ स
year
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MONTH

October

November

ENGLISH

HINDI

EVS

RHYMES
1) Johny johny
2) Clap your hands
3) आज भॊगरवाय
है

Introduction of Letters R,S, Oral : क से
curves
ण

Recap of 1-5 (written), 120(orals), Concept : long Recap
& short

Introduction of Letters T,U, Oral : त से
curves
भ

1) Good manners
Introduction of number-6
1) Domestic Animals 2) My Jack in the
Orals -Numbers 21-25,
2) Transport
box 3) आरू फोरा
Concept : more or less
भझ
ु को िारो

Introduction of Letters
December
V,W, Recap of strokes

Oral : त से
भ

February Introduction of Letters Z
Recap

Introduction of number-7 1) Wild Animals
1)Jingle bell
Orals- Numbers 26-30, 2) Recap of domestic 2) धोफी आमा
Concept : in & out
Animals 3) Transport 3) घड़ी

Introduction of number-8
1) Birds 2) Recap of
Orals-Numbers 31-35,
wild animals
Concept : hot & cold

1) Five little
monkeys 2)
रारजी ने केरा
िामा
3) चन्
ु नू भन्
ु नू

Oral : म से
श्र

Introduction of number9 ,10 Orals-Numbers 36- Recap
40, Concept : wet & dry

Recap

Recap

Recap

Recap

Oral : म से
January Introduction of Letters X,Y
श्र

March

MATH

Recap
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BUDS SYLLABUS BREAK-UP OF SCHOLASTIC SUBJECTS (2014-2015)
Month
English
/Subjects

Maths

EVS

Hindi

Rhymes

April

1) Introduction of Red and
Yellow Colour.
2) Introduction of Standing
,Sleeping and Slanting lines.
3) Oral A-Z

June

1) Introduction of Blue and
1) Recap of Shapes
1) Pitter patter
and Green Colour.
2) Introduction of numbers
Oral अ - अ् भेयी
Rainy Season
pit pat
2) Introduction of Slanting line 1,4,and 7
3) Concept -Recap
ऩाठशारा
2) घड़ी
and curves
4) Oral counting 1 to 20
1) Introduction of numbers 2 and
3.
2) Concept-Tall and short,
My Home
Hot and cold. 3) Oral counting 1
to 30

Oral अ - अ्
फारयश

1) Phonic l, t
August 2) Letters H, F, E, A, M, V
3) Recap of H, F, E, A, M, V

1) Introduction of numbers 5, 6
2) Oral counting 1 to 40
Our Nation
3) Concept- In and out, Wet and
Dry

1) Oral अ - अ्,
1) Robin
भेया दे श
2) Recognition क- 2) नानी का घय
ङ,

1) Phonic i, v, w, z
2) Letters W, N, K, X, Y, Z
3) Recap of W, N, K, X, Y, Z

1) introduction of numbers 8,9
Community
2) Oral counting 1 to 50
Helpers
3) Concept -recap of all subjects

1) Oral अ - अ्,
1) Shapes
भेया घय
2) Recognition च 2) फॊदय भाभा
- ञ

July

September

1) Introduction of orange,
brown and purple colours.
2)Letters I, L, T
3) Recap of I,L,T

1) Introduction of Circle , Square ,
Triangle and Rectangle
1) Vehicles
1) Myself
Oral अ - अ्, भेया
2) Concept of Big & Small ,Up
2) एक कौवे को
2) My School ऩरयचम
and Down 3) Oral counting 1 to
रगी प्मास
10

1) Froggie
2) कम्पप्मट
ु य
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Month
/Subjects

English

Maths

EVS

Rhymes

1) Numbers 0-10
2) Oral 1-50
Diwali
3) Concept Long and Short ,Day and
Night

1) Oral अ - अ्,
ददवारी
1) Finger Rhyme
2) Recognition ट ण 3) Written अ,

1) Phonic q,p,d
2) Letters C,G,O,Q,S,J
3) small letters a,b
4) Recap of C,G,O,Q,S,J ,a,b

1) Numbers 11,12,13,14,15
2) Oral 1-60
3) Concept Above, Below

Fruits

1) Oral अ - अ्, पर
2) Recognition त- 1) Family
न
3) Written आ 2) सन
ु सन
ु सन
ु
, इ

1) Phonic o,k,r
2) Letters c,d,e,f,g,h
3) Recap of letters c,d,e,f,g,h

1) Numbers 16,17,18,19,20
2) Oral 1-70
3) Concept Soft and Hard

Vegetables

1) Oral अ - अ्
1)Jingle Bells
सब्जी 2)
Recognition ऩ - भ 2) हभ
3) Written ई , उ

1) Phonic x,h,m
2) Letters i,j,k,l,m,n
3) Recap of letters i,j,k,l,m,n

1) Numbers21-30
2) Oral 1-80
3) Concept-Recap

Recap of
Vegetables

1) Oral-भेये दादा
1) The Zoo
दादी 2) Written ऊ
2) बफल्री गमी
ऋ,
3)
ददल्री
Recognition म - ष

1) Phonic n,u,j
2) Letters o,p,q,r,s,t
3) Recap of letters o,p,q,r,s,t

1) Numbers 31-40
2) Oral 1-90
3) Concept-Recap

Recap of
Fruits

1) Written ए ,ऐ
2) Oral स - ऻ

1) Phonic g,y,f,e, s
2) Letters u,v,w,x,y,z
3) Recap of letters u,v,w,x,y,z

1) Numbers 41-50
2) Oral 1-100
3) Concept-Recap

Recap

1)Row row row
10 Written ओ औ अॊ
your boat
अ्
2) तततरी यानी

1) Phonic c,a,b
October 2) Letters P,B,R,D,U
3) Recap of P,B,R,D,U

November

December

January

February

March

Hindi

1)Oranges and
lemon
2) चचड़ड़मा
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Blossoms Syllabus Breakup of Scholastic subjects (2014-15)
Month
April

June

July

English

Hindi

Maths

EVS

Recap of upper and lower case
Recap of numbers (1-10),
Recap of Animals,
Practice of curves, Introduction
letters, Introduction of 'at'
Introduction of numbers
Introduction to Pet
of swar अ
family
(11-20)
Animals
Recap of numbers{1-20}, Recap of pet animals,
Recap of 'at' family, Introduction Recap of Swar अ, Introduction
Introduction of numbers Introduction to Wild
to 'ap','am'&'an' family
of swar- आ इ ई
(21-30), (31-40)
animals
Recap of 'ap','am'&'an' family,
Recap of अ-ई, Introduction of Introduction of numbers Introduction to Wild
introduction to 'ad','et','ed'&'en'
swar, उ ऊ ऋ ए ऐ
(41-50),(51-60)
Animals
family

Conceptual skills
--------

-------Concept of in and out ,
Concept of up and down

Recap of swar उ-ऐ,
Introduction to numbers
Concept of long & short, fat
Introduction of swar ओ औ अॊ
Introduction to Farm
(61-70),( 71-80), Dodging of
& thin, front & back, more
August
Animals
अ: , Introduction of vyanjan क,
numbers
& less
Revision अ-अ:
Recap of swar अ-अ:,
Introduction to numbers
Concept of heavy & light,
Introduction to 'it', 'ig', 'in' &'id'
Introduction to
Introduction of vyanjan ि ग घ (81-9O),(91-100), Reverse
narrow & wide, before &
September
family
vehicles
counting (50-1) & (100-50)
after
ड. च छ ज झ
Introduction to 'ip' family, Introduction of vyanjan ञ ट ठ ड Writing of numbers (1-50),
Introduction to
Concept of on & under,
October
Revision of 'i' family
After numbers 1-100)
vehicles
top,middle& bottom
ढण
Concept of front, middle &
Writing of numbers (51Introduction to 'ot','op'& 'og' Introduction of vyanjan त थ द
Introduction to
back, longest &
100), Between numbers (1November
family
Vehicles
shortest,fattest & thinnest,
धन
100)
most & least
recap of 'ad','et','ed'&'en'
family, introduction to 'eg'
family, revision of all 'a'&'e'
family

December

introduction to 'od','ob' &'ox'
family,Revision of 'o' family

Introduction to Traffic Concept of most & least ,
Introduction of vyanjan ऩ प फ Writing of numbers (1-100),
signal, From seed to a
near & far, enhancing
Before numbers (1-100)
बभ
plant
observational skills

Introduction to 'ut','up','ug'&'un'
family , Revision of 'u' family, Introduction of vyanjan म य र
January
Introduction to concept of 'this'
वशषसह
'that','and'

Number Names (1-25)

February

Introduction to concept of
'in','on', 'is' & 'are', One line
sentences

Introduction of vyanjan ऺ त्र ऻ
ड़ ढ़ श्र

Number names (26-50),
Tables of 2 & 3

March

Revision

Introduction to 2,3 letter,
words and sentences

Tables of 4 & 5

From seed to a
plant,vocabulary, at Concept of classification,
theatre,beach, jungle problem solving, odd one out
safari
Vocabulary at circus,
my House, Odd one
out
Names of
fruits,Animals, colours

Concept of sequencing
Revision
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Pre-primary Syllabus Breakup of Co-Scholastic subjects (2014-15
Month /Subjects

April

Music

animal song

Dance

PT

Art/Craft

Basics of dance

Red Day : Red colour print making
Health chart (1st Physical activity (apple, flower) Yellow Day
education test)
: Yellow colour print making
activity (sun, banana)
Blue Day : Drawing & colouring
Warming up for full body. umbrella Green Day : leaves print
making activity

June

Prayer song

Dance with Kids song

July

English Prayer song, Hindi jingle

Patriotic dance

Hand strength, Ball throw,
frog jump

Orange Day : Orange Paper
Collage Making activity
Independence Day celebration :
Tri-colour print making activity
(Lotus, Flag, Peacock )
Brown Day :Brown sponge Print
Making (Chocolates )

August

Nani teri moprani, partiotic song

Revision

Leg strength, all in the
basket, kick the ball

September

Ek Bandar ne kholi dukaan…,
prayer song

Assessment

Agility, running with the
ball, zig zag running

October

Aasman mein nikle taare,
English rhymes

Dandiya Dance

November

Butterfly song, hindi jingles

Bollywood Dance

Play with song

Pink Day :Paper Flower Making
(Thumb Printing )

December

Christmas song

Environmental song

Bat & ball, Tournament.

Purple Day :(Purple colour finger
printing)

January

Patrioticrhymes, Found a peanut

Christmas Song

Aerobics

Kite making activity :Paper Kite
Collage

February

Swar parichay, Sarswati vandana

Annual day practice

Introduction to famous
players.

Republic Day celebration :Print
Making, Collage

March

Swar parichay, song on nature

Assessment

Health chart (2nd Physical
education test)

Recap

Balance, walk on the beam,
Rainbow :Colourful Brush Painting
flying birds
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CURRICULUM AREAS
 Language Skills : Listening, Speaking, Reading,
Writing
 Cognitive Skills: Basic Concepts, Number
Concepts, environmental Concepts and Thinking
Skills
 Creative and Expressive Arts : Art and Craft, Music,
Dance and Drama
 Physical Development : Physical Education,
Health, Hygiene and Nutrition
 Social and Emotional development :
• Parents, Family and Community
• Culture and Nationality
• Independence, Co-operation and Self-esteem
 Value Education

EVALUATION PROCEDURE
Evaluation is an integral part of the teaching-learning
process. It is an on-going process which tells whether
the learning objectives, laid down have been
achieved. We have prepared check-lists and
cumulative cards which helps a teacher in the
ongoing evaluation of a child. The basic objective of
this evaluation is to compare the past performance of
a child with his present so that a future bearing
Programme is designed accordingly.
The evaluation at the early stage should mainly
diagnose the learning difficulties and inadequacies of
the learner and should not pass judgments on the
performance of the learner.

STUDENT ASSESSMENT CHECK-LIST (2014-15)
Name of the student:
_______________________________

Grade:
Class Teacher:
_______________ __________________________________

Sr.No

July

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Assessment Criteria

April

June

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

March

Listening Skills- English
Speaking Skills- English
Reading Skills -English
Writing Skills -English
Listening Skills- Hindi
Speaking Skills-Hindi
Reading Skills -Hindi
Writing Skills -Hindi
Basic ConceptsNumber Concepts
Environmental Concepts
Thinking Skills
Creative and Expressive
arts
Art and Craft
Music
Dance and Drama
Physical Development
Health and Hygiene
Socio-Emotional
Development
Signature

Assessment Criteria

Principal: ________________________

A+

Always

Co-ordinator: ____________________

A

Usually

B+

Sometimes

B

Needs Special Attention

Class Teacher: ___________________
Parent: _________________________

Attendance:
___________
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ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
•
•
•

•

Always
: A+
Usually
:A
Sometimes
: B+
Needs Special Attention : B

MONTHWISE ACTIVITIES FOR PRE PRIMARY (2014-15)
Student Activities

Assembly Activities
APRIL
School Visit ( Visit the school premises)
Myself
Red Day
My School
Yellow Day
Blue Day
JUNE
Green Day
JULY
Orange Day
My House
Book Day( Visit to the Library)
My Family
Rain Dance
AUGUST
Photo Gallery (Bring your Photo)
Modes of Transport
Independence Day Celebration
Traffic Signal
Rakhi Making
Janmashtami Celebration
SEPTEMBER
Animal Day Talk about your favourite
Means of
animal)
Communication
Brown Day
Seasons

Competitions
Colouring

Clay Moulding
Hindi Recitation

English Story Telling

Hindi Story Telling
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OCTOBER
Fruit Day( Get your favourite fruit)
Pizza Day(Get a slice of pizza for tiffin)
Rainbow day(Come in rainbow coloured dress)
Navratri Celebrations
Diwali Celebrations/ Laddoo Day (Get laddoo in tiffin)
NOVEMBER
Pink Day
Children's Day celebration
Visit to a park
DECEMBER
Bhelpuri Day
Purple Day
Christmas Celebrations

Types of Food

English Recitation

Fruits

Fancy Dress

Vegetables

Show and Tell

Visit to Bus Depot, Rly. Station, Fire Station, Market
JANUARY
Kite making Activity
Animals, Birds, Insects
Republic Day celebration
Cooking without fire
Visit to places of worship
Picnic
FEBRUARY
Prince and Princess Day
Environment
Candies Day
Night Attire Day
MARCH
Convocation

Sports
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Radcliffe in news
Activities and events like Tenvic
Launch, Green Day Celebration and
Student’s Elections were covered
by newspapers like HT and DNA.
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Event conducted
• Red Day
• Yellow Day
• Green Day
• Blue Day
• Table manners Day
were conducted for the pre-primary
section.
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Parents Complaint Disposal System
•Complaint Handling Cell (CHC) has been established in the school to
register parent’s complaint (suggestions), feedback & grievances.
•CHC will maintain the record of complaints made and convey it to the
concerned authority. The members of the committee will be responsible
for taking the feedback and the proper closure from the concerned

authority and will convey the same to the parents within 5 days. Parents
may contact the Coordinator for any complaints regarding academics.
•Parents can share their views on feedback.radcliffenmb@gmail.com.

•Parents can contact the class teachers of their ward on
9320602273/41234111 from 10.00 am to 11.00 am on 1st, 3rd, 5th
Saturday of every month.
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Transport Committee
We have formed a Transport Committee for the
academic year 2014-15. The first meeting was held
on 28th June, 2014.
The parents can discuss their issues regarding
transport with the Transport Incharge (Mr. Faizan
Khan)
&
Admin
Incharge
(Mr.Prakash
Indulkar).Nanny’s contact number will be shared
with the parents of that particular bus. Parents are
requested not to call the drivers while driving as it
is against the RTO rule.
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Radcliffe - TENVIC Sports Program

TENVIC is happy to be associated with the
Radcliffe schools. We look forward to work
together to ensure that all the students learn
basic skills in the chosen sports and have a great
time learning these skills.
The TENVIC coaches are in the school only on
the days of the classes. They are conducting the
classes during the assigned periods.
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Entries open for
Non-Radcliffians
also.
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Thank You !!!!

